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Coming soon to a bookshelf near you: 
(Place your hold today!) 

In The Great Alone by the author of The Nightingale, Leni and her troubled family 
embark on a new way of life in Alaska’s wilderness in 1974 – hoping this is finally the 
solution for her troubled, POW father. In Alaska, Leni and her family are tested and 
when change comes to their small community her father’s anger threatens to 
explode and divide the town. This is a beautifully written novel, descriptive and 
engaging with well-developed characters and a strong sense of place.  
While you're waiting for this popular title, try: 
Our Endless Numbered Days by Claire Fuller. Both of these engaging stories feature 
tough teenage girls shaped by the harsh environments they were forced to live in by 
their unhinged fathers. Desperate survival instincts and a twisted familial bond 
feature in both. -- Andrienne Cruz of Novelist 
Discover more great reads on Novelist, an online resource for readers, at 
windsorlibrary.com. 
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Listen Up 

Redemption Road by John Hart 
 
A tour de force narrative from critically acclaimed, award-winning, New York Times bestselling author John 
Hart. Now Hart has written his most ambitious work to date. The novel features his first-ever female 
protagonist, Elizabeth Black, a recently probationed cop who must fight to keep her badge and stop an 
innocent man from being sent back to jail. There's more to Elizabeth than meets the eye, and the secrets she 
fiercely protects could be the source of her downfall. Add to this Hart's signature blend of a rich, 
atmospheric North Carolina setting, small town tension, family secrets, and the race to stop a serial killer. 
Narrated by Scott Shepherd 
Length: 15 hours 

While You’re Waiting For… The Great Alone by Kristin Hannah 

Read All Booked Up from home! Sign up for our email newsletter at windsorlibrary.com. 

http://lci-mt.iii.com/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2169533__Sthe other widow__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=cobalt
http://lci-mt.iii.com/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2133088__Slast mile__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=cobalt
http://lci-mt.iii.com/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2124893__S15th affair__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=cobalt
http://lci-mt.iii.com/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2180624__Sdream home__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=cobalt
http://lci-mt.iii.com/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2131128__Smiss julia inherits a mess__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=cobalt
http://lci-mt.iii.com/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2131118__Sthe 14th colony__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=cobalt
http://lci-mt.iii.com/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2166452__Shide away__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=cobalt
http://lci-mt.iii.com/iii/encore/record/C__Rb2130601__Smost wanted__P0%2C1__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=cobalt


Windsor Library Reading Challenge: Read a Music Book 

The Summer Reading 2018 is Music and we would love to have you explore books about music and musicians with us this year. 
Below are things that you can enjoy!  

 

The Music Shop by Rachel Joyce 

From the author of The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry comes a story about living through music. With the talent 
for connecting customers to their perfect song or album, Frank, the owner of a music shop in a suburban 
community, resists the chance of a relationship with a young woman who could heal the old wounds from his past. 

 

 

 

The Noise of Time by Julian Barnes (AB) 

Although at least one critic believes Julian Barnes relied on questionable sources to paint a picture of Dmitri 
Shostakovich as victim, The Noise of Time is based in a very real time of great terror for artists in the Soviet Union.  
In 1936, Shostakovich was denounced as "an enemy of the people," and feared the knock on the door that would 
lead to imprisonment or execution. In 1937, he was told to report for interrogation, which he escaped only 
because his interrogator was arrested before his own appointment came. He began to keep a suitcase packed and 
to sleep in the stairwell "out of fear." Against this backdrop, he cancelled a performance of his fourth symphony as 
too risky. But his next work, Symphony No. 5, is a masterpiece that somehow manages to express both what Stalin 
would have wanted to hear--a stirring anthem to the heroic Soviet Worker--and  the uncertainty, stress and grief 

that living in a constant state of fear during Stalin's Great Terror imposed on Soviet citizens.  Imagine trying to create art that 
expresses passionate truth yet also satisfies propaganda, when the stakes are so dire. This is what Julian Barnes tries to do in The 
Noise of Time.  

High Fidelity by Nick Hornby 

High Fidelity is the debut novel of the author that went on to write About a Boy, A Long Way Down, and more. It 
follows the love affairs and belated growing up of a "Generation X" pop music fanatic and record store owner. 
Don't miss the movie with John Cusack either. 

 

 

 

 

The Beatles: All Our Yesterdays by Jason Quinn 

The Beatles are the world's most enduring and biggest rock band ever! This is the story of their struggle for 
success. Taking us through the early days of rock 'n' roll, and their lives in Liverpool during the 1950s, we journey 
with them to Hamburg as they come of age and through grit, determination and masses of talent became the lads 
who made the sixties swing! 

 

 

 

Prince: Inside the Music and the Masks by Ronin Ro  

Prince Rogers Nelson's three decades in the music business make for an original tale in this era of corporate, 
American Idol-style pop stars. His rise and fall and rise is that of an artist who has followed his own path, 
sometimes infuriatingly so. Between the phenomenal success of 1984's Purple Rain and 2010's Dreamer, Prince 
has earned 33 Grammy nominations. Listed in Time magazine's 2010 annual ranking of the "100 Most Influential 
People in the World," Prince remains as controversial as he is iconic. 

 

 

How Music Works by David Byrne 

The Rock-and-Roll Hall of Fame inductee and co-founder of Talking Heads presents a celebration of music that 
offers insight into the roles of time, place and recording technology, discussing how evolutionary patterns of 
adaptations and responses to cultural and physical contexts have influenced music expression throughout 
history and culminated in the 20th century's transformative practices. In this book he explores why the past 
matters and what the future might bring. From personal accounts of devising and performing his most famous 
work, to an exploration of the possibilities of new technologies, he discovers that artistic creation is less about 
an internal creative spark than we thought and more about external factors such as history, architecture and 
technology.  
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